Kobo Aura Edition 2 – Brighten your reading experience.
Discover a simple and natural eReading
experience with Kobo Aura. Get lost in your
story on the 6” Carta E Ink touchscreen that’s
lightweight and comfortable to hold for hours
of reading. With a print-on-paper look, you
can read in direct sunlight without glare; and
with the built-in, adjustable ComfortLight,
you can read late into the night with minimal
eyestrain. Discovery is easy with personalized
recommendations based on your reading
habits, plus you can read ratings and reviews
from Booklovers like you.
MSRPs: $129.99 (CA) $119.99 (US) €119.99 (EU)
£99.99 (UK) 189.95 (AU) 229.00 (NZ)
Display: 6” Carta E Ink Display 1024 X 768 (212ppi)
Device Size: 113mm x 159mm x 8.5mm
Weight: 180g
Connectivity: Wi-Fi b/g/n and Micro USB
Processor: i.MX6 Solo Lite Freescale, 1 GHz
Light: Fully adjustable built-in ComfortLight technology
Button: Power on/off
Storage: 4GB
Battery: Up to 2 month*
Colour: Soft black

* Dependent on individual usage.

Content: Over 5 million of the world’s best titles in books,
comics and kids’ titles. Stores up to 3,000 eBooks.
Library access via OverDrive (CA, US, UK, AU, NZ only)
TypeGenius: 11 fonts, over 40 sizes, plus exclusive weight and
sharpness settings.
Kobo Picks: Personal recommendations based on your
reading habits.
Advanced Reading: highlighting, dictionary, notes and
bookmarks.
Stats: Learn more about yourself as a Reader and track your
progress through books with reading stats.
Sharing: share your favourite passages, quotes and books to
your Facebook® timeline.
Supports file formats:
eBooks: EPUB, EPUB3, PDF and MOBI
Images: JPEG, GIF, PNG, BMP and TIFF
Text: TXT, HTML and RTF
Comic Books: CBZ and CBR
Languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Dutch,
Japanese, Italian, Portuguese and Turkish.
Setup: Set up Kobo Aura in just a few simple steps from your
computer with Kobo Desktop or directly from your Kobo Aura
using built-in Wi-Fi.

